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By Baron Wormser

Sarabande Books, 2000. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. Baron
Wormser, a master of the persona poem, is well known for his empathic exploration of possible
lives. This fifth collection of poetry by this fiction writer in a poet s body, includes an examination of
his own life as well.Mulroney Others provides glimpses of Wormser s childhood, adolescence, and
adulthood, as well as accounts of Vietnam vets and draft dodgers, socialites and outcasts. Loyal
readers will welcome his trademark poise, the elegant balance he achieves with understatement
both metrically deft and intellectually intricate. These poems prove Anais Nin s insight that We don
t see things as they are, we see them as we are. Wormser s invitation to engage ourselves in seeing is
irresistible, especially as he models the process with such impassioned interest. I know, everyone is
saying at once/To one another and the word-riddled universe. . . . he writes. His poems tempt us to
trade the obscurity of facile assumption for the powerful illumination of wonder. In Wormser s
words, the universe is irrefutably personal.Baron Wormser is the author of four previous collections
of poetry: The White Words (Houghton Mifflin, 1983), Good Trembling...
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The ideal ebook i actually study. It usually does not expense too much. You wont really feel monotony at at any time of your own time (that's what catalogs
are for relating to should you request me).
-- Mrs. Jacklyn Simonis-- Mrs. Jacklyn Simonis

It in one of the most popular publication. It is actually writter in easy words instead of confusing. You will like how the author create this book.
-- Art Gislason-- Art Gislason
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